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33rd World Congress of Biomedical Laboratory Science

We invite you to visit the Congress Website for information:  http://www.ifbls2018.org/

IFBLS ALT.GAD/CD Meeting
We were pleased to welcome 35 Chief Delegates and observers to the meeting held in Hamilton last month. The meetings were productive and we thank those who were able to contribute to the business of IFBLS. The minutes from the Alt.GAD/CD Meeting have been sent to you by email and posted in the “members only” area of the IFBLS website

New IFBLS Logo
IFBLS has a new logo! As part of modernizing our image, the Board approved the new IFBLS logo and standard font and colour scheme for all official IFBLS documents.

Welcome New IFBLS Members
IFBLS is pleased to welcome the following new members to the IFBLS family. India—Indian Confederation of Medical Laboratory Science Russia—Federation of Laboratory Medicine Thailand—Association of Medical Technologists

New IFBLS Mission Statement
To increase recognition and contributions of Biomedical Laboratory Science to improve global health.

IFBLS Objectives
1. To support, advance and promote good scientific laboratory practice through the development and adherence to high quality standards in diverse environments throughout the world.
2. To support and promote education and advancement of science and technology in the professional development of Biomedical Laboratory Scientists.
3. To support, advance and promote ethical and professional values in Biomedical Laboratory Science.
4. To facilitate the exchange of ideas through development of partnerships within the global healthcare community.
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